


2 PETER 1:12–21

Scripture Reading



King Jesus promised to return.



ON WHAT DOES YOUR CERTAINTY REST?



ON WHAT DOES YOUR CERTAINTY REST?

You can be certain that the promises of 
Jesus’s return are true . . .

1. based on Peter’s eyewitness testimony 
(1:16-18).



<< CAN YOU TRUST PETER’S LETTER? >>

Question Answer

1
Why are the writing styles of his 

two letters so different?

Peter, for whom Greek was a 
second language, indicates in 1 Peter 5:12 
that he may have dictated his first letter to 

Silas, a Roman citizen.

2
Why call yourself “Peter” (1st) 

then “Simeon Peter” (2nd)?

If Peter is writing the second letter 
by himself, he’d likely refer to himself 

by his birthname.

3
Could people really struggle with 
a long delay in Jesus’s return after 

only 30 years?

Yes, Jesus predicted it would happen 
in Matthew 24-25, and Paul experienced the same thing 

even 15 years earlier (!) when he wrote to the church 
in Thessalonica.

4
Why did so many people in the 
few centuries question whether 

Peter wrote it?

In the first three centuries after Jesus, several fake letters 
of Peter were in circulation, including “The Gospel 

of Peter” and “The Apocalypse of Peter.” 
Questioning it doesn’t mean denying it.
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<< CAN YOU TRUST PETER’S LETTER? >>

Suggest a motive for . . .

1. Peter’s humility.

2. Peter’s reason for writing.



ON WHAT DOES YOUR CERTAINTY REST?

You can be certain that the promises of 
Jesus’s return are true . . .

1. based on Peter’s eyewitness testimony 
(1:16-18).

2. based on the Bible’s written testimony 
(1:19-21).



King Jesus promised to return.




